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Pickup ion production in the global heliosphere and heliosheath

Pickup ions (PUIs) play a significant part in mediating the solar wind (SW)
interaction with the interstellar medium. In this dissertation, I examine the details of
spatial variation of the PUI velocity distribution function (VDF) in the SW by solving
the PUI transport equation. I assume the PUI distribution is isotropic resulting from
strong pitch-angle scattering by wave-particle interation. I take into account the
effects of convection with the SW, adiabatic cooling, second-order Fermi process and
production of PUIs. I analyze how PUIs transform across the heliospheric termination
shock (TS) and obtain the PUI phase space distribution in the inner heliosheath
including continuing velocity diffusion. A 3D model combining the MHD treatment
of the background SW and neutrals with a kinetic treatment of PUIs throughout the
heliosphere and the surrounding local interstellar medium (LISM) has been developed.
It gives us the PUI and SW characteristics, such as phase space densities, spatial
distribution maps, etc., from close to the sun to the heliopause. My simulated PUI
spectra are compared with observations made by New Horizons, Ulysses, Voyager 1,
2 and Cassini, and a satisfactory agreement is demonstrated. Some specific features
in the observations, for example, a cutoff of PUI VDF at v = VSW in the reference
frame of the SW, are well represented by the model. The compressed SW and PUIs
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To my grandmother

All of physics is either impossible or trivial. It is impossible until you understand it
and then it becomes trivial.
—Ernest Rutherford

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

A pickup ion [7, 10] is created when a neutral atom from the local interstellar medium gets ionized while streaming into the heliosphere. Pickup ions play an
important role in mediating the solar wind interaction with the interstellar medium.
Pickup ions in the heliosheath may change the structure of the heliosphere through
charge exchange [11]. We haven’t thoroughly grasped the transport of pickup ions
due to the lack of measurements of keV-ions in the outer heliosphere. Especially, the
production of the suprathermal tails on the velocity distribution functions remains
a puzzle [12, 13]. It was believed that during their propagation through the outer
heliosphere, pickup ions undergo pitch-angle scattering and stochastic acceleration
by interactions with different kinds of solar wind turbulences [14].
The compressed solar wind and pickup ions behind the termination shock (TS)
create energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) via charge exchange. ENAs with energies high
enough to overcome the outward flow speed can be directed back at Earth. Interstellar Boundary EXplorer (IBEX) [15] sky maps represent directional ENA intensities
integrated over the line of sight (LOS). These sky maps can be used to deduce varia1

tions (in latitude and longitude) of LOS-integrated densities and spectral properties
of parent ion populations in the heliosheath.
Pickup ion kinetic transport theory describes the evolving PUI distribution in
phase space. The transport equation, an equation of “motion” for the distribution
function, is the basis for almost all work on pickup ion transport. An early paper [10]
calculated an isotropic pickup ion velocity distribution function without energy diffusion but including the effects of adiabatic deceleration. The velocity distribution
function under such conditions is a thick shell centered around the solar wind beam.
Isenberg [7] investigated how PUI distribution varies with radial distance and position
in phase space. He has shown that the effects of energy diffusion can be important
and can lead to substantial particle acceleration. Chalov et al. [16] studied the influence of different representations for the energy diffusion coefficient which would
result from different radial variations of relative fluctuation amplitudes of MHD turbulence in the outer heliosphere. These authors have calculated the energy spectra of
pickup ions upstream of the TS on the basis of realistic pickup ion production rates.
They showed that second-order Fermi acceleration by means of Alfvenic turbulence
produces a suprathermal tail. Fahr and Fichtner [13] replaced the adiabatic cooling
with the “magnetic cooling” process resulting from the conservation of the first and
second adiabatic invariants. They have demonstrated that small second-order Fermi
acceleration and magnetic cooling generates a pickup ion velocity distribution function with f ∝ v −5 . Intriligator et al. [17] first compared simulated PUI densities and
temperatures with the SWICS measurements on board Ulysses. The model results
matched well with the observations at about 5.2 AU during both quiet periods and
2

the disturbed period during the Halloween 2003 storm. Assuming that the pickup ion
distribution functions are κ distributions, Fahr et al. [18] proceeded from the phase
space transport equation to a pressure equation for the κ parameter κ = κ(r) as function of heliocentric distance r. They obtained the range of possible radial variations
of κ from relatively high values in the inner heliosphere to values between 1.5 and
about 2 further out, depending on diffusion coefficient.
The purpose of the present dissertation is to place PUI transport in the context of the global picture of the solar wind-local interstellar medium interaction. The
treatment is based on the more conventional view where wave-particle interactions
ensure rapid isotropization of the distribution. A parallel can be drawn with the
approach of [19], who used a grid-based model for the isotropic pickup ion distribution function and for the waves generated by the pickup ion ring anisotropization
process, but neglected pickup ion momentum diffusion. Their model was applied to
the supersonic solar wind upstream of the TS. Here I investigate the detailed spatial
distribution of pickup ions in both the supersonic solar wind and the heliosheath.
The effects of convection with the solar wind, adiabatic cooling, second-order Fermi
process and ionization are all taken in account here. Similar to [19], the model combines the MHD treatment of the background solar wind and neutral atoms with a
kinetic treatment of pickup ions in the isotropic approximation.
The present model introduced several improvements over the existing models.
Chalov et al. [20] have investigated the spatial variation of pickup ion spectra, but only
the upwind part of the heliosheath was considered. Malama et al. [21] have performed
a multi-species simulation, but the magnetic field was ignored and their model was
3

two-dimensional. The model presented here computes pickup ion distributions on a
three dimensional grid. Usmanov and Goldstein [22] considered the solar wind outside
1 AU as a combination of three co-moving species, solar wind protons, electrons, and
pickup ions, but they only computed the global structure of the solar wind from the
coronal base to 100 AU without the TS. The presented model’s external boundary is
well in the local interstellar medium covering the supersonic solar wind region, the
inner heliosheath and the outer heliosheath.
To simulate the solar wind-local interstellar medium interaction, a threedimensional (3D), MHD-kinetic model for flows of a thermal plasma, neutral atoms
and pickup ions has been developed. This model is based on the SPECTRUM suite
of scientific codes developed by the research group led by Dr. Florinski. The MHD
component represents the entire plasma population as a mixture. The neutral hydrogen atoms are modeled using a gas-dynamic model in a fashion similar to the MHD
system (but without the magnetic field). The different sets of equations governing the
plasma and neutral atoms are self-consistently connected by source terms responsible
for the photoionization and atom-plasma charge exchange. The MHD-kinetic model
used here is based on a hexagonal spherical geodesic grid, which is free from control
volume singularities inherent in spherical polar grids. A set of MHD equations with
additional source terms due to charge exchange is solved using a finite volume method
on this grid.
The pickup ions are non-thermal and may be described kinetically via a pitchangle-averaged velocity distribution function. We choose an isotropic model to avoid
introducing the pitch-angle variable since solving the Focused transport equation for
4

a range of pitch-angles increases the computational load which is too time consuming.
The solution to the pickup ion transport equation is obtained numerically by integrating it on a multi-CPU cluster alongside the MHD system. The ionic components
all have the same bulk speed available from the MHD solution.
For completeness, in the next few sections we provide a review of the Heliosphere, Supersonic Solar Wind, Inner Heliosheath, Pickup Ions and ENA models
and observations. In particular we focus on measurements of pickup ions with spacecraft and the theory and modeling techniques for the pickup ion velocity distribution
function.

1.2

The Heliosphere

The heliosphere is a region of space dominated by the solar plasma that fill
the space surrounding the Solar System. The solar wind slows down when interacting
with the interstellar medium. This slowdown begins at the TS, a standing shock wave,
where the solar wind speed falls below the speed of sound. The TS causes compression,
heating, and a change in the magnetic field strength and direction. The solar wind
continues to slow down as it passes through the heliosheath. Subsequently, the solar
wind approaches a boundary called the heliopause where the interstellar medium and
solar wind pressures balance each other. The interstellar medium pressure gives the
heliosphere its characteristic shape, blunt on one side and elongated into a comet-like
heliotail on the opposite side, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The “nose” of the TS is
in the direction of the solar system’s motion through the local interstellar medium.
Voyager 1 crossed the TS at 94.0 astronomical units in 2004 [23], and Voyager 2
5

Figure 1.1: An artist’s rendition of the structure of the heliosphere. Features listed
in order from the center (the Sun) and moving outward are: the supersonic solar wind
bubble, the termination shock, the heliosheath, the heliopause, and a possible bow
shock. The nose of the heliosphere is on the left, and the tail is on the right. Also
shown are Voyager 1 and 2 positions at the time of writing (Image credit: NASA).

crossed it at 83.4 astronomical units in 2007 [24]. Voyager 1 crossed the heliopause
and entered the interstellar medium in 2012 [25] at a distance of 122 AU.

1.2.1

The Supersonic Solar Wind
At several million degrees K, the solar atmosphere is too hot to be confined

by the Sun’s gravity. As a result, the atmosphere expands continuously as a radial
outflow of plasma known as the solar wind. The Sun’s magnetic field is convected
outward by the solar wind. The heliosphere is being explored by a fleet of space
probes, some of which are shown in Figure 1.2. The spacecraft most relevant to
this theses are the twin Voyager probes (launched 1977), the New Horizons explorer

6

(launched 2006), the Ulysses solar orbiter (launched in 1990, no longer operational)
and the IBEX satellite, launched in 2008.
There are two types of solar wind, known as the fast wind and the slow wind.
The fast solar wind originates in coronal holes, which are dark regions with open
magnetic field topology. The fast wind’s density is relatively low and its speed is
between 400 km/s and 800 km/s. The fast wind is relatively steady over many
solar rotations. In contrast, the slow solar wind has higher density and lower speed
(between 250 km/s and 400 km/s). The slow wind originates from regions close to
the Sun’s magnetic equator during a solar minimum; during a solar maximum it
originates above the active regions in the streamer belt. It is highly variable and
turbulent compared with the fast wind [26]. Figure 1.3 shows polar plots of the solar
wind speed during solar minimum and solar maximum. During the minimum (the
left and right panels), the solar wind speed increases from about 450 km/s in the
equatorial plane to some 750 km/s above the poles. There is a shear layer between
the fast and slow wind at a latitude of about 30◦ . By contrast, during periods of high
solar activity (the middle panel) the wind switches intermittently between high and
low speed over all latitudes.
The properties of the solar wind and its magnetic field were first theoretically
predicted by [27] and later confirmed by in situ spacecraft observations. Starting in
the corona, the flow of the solar wind accelerates rapidly and becomes supersonic
as about five to ten solar radii. As the solar wind expands radially, it converts its
thermal energy into the energy of the bulk flow. By the Earth’s orbit, the solar
wind has reached its terminal speed, which it maintains, approximately, until the
7

Figure 1.2: The path of New Horizons up to 2015 and the current direction of
the two Voyager spacecraft (Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center
Scientific Visualization Studio, the Space Weather Research Center (SWRC) and
the Community-Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC), Enlil and Dusan Odstrcil
(GMU)).

termination shock. In the absence of disturbances, the solar wind speed is constant
with radial distance, and consequently, its density decreases inversely proportional to
the square of the distance. Owing to the solar rotation and the radial outflow of the
solar wind, the solar magnetic field lines are dragged into the heliosphere where they
become twisted into a shape known as the Parker spiral [27].

1.2.2

The Inner Heliosheath
The term “inner heliosheath” refers to the region bounded by the termination

shock, on one side, and by the heliopause, on the other. Long predicted by theoretical
models [28–30], the existence of the IHS was experimentally verified by NASA’s twin
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Figure 1.3: Polar plots of the solar wind speed as observed by Ulysses during all
three of Ulysses’ orbits. (a) shows the conditions during the solar minimum of cycle
22 (8/17/96), (b) is during the solar maximum of cycle 23 (12/07/00), and (c) shows
the solar minimum of cycle 23 (03/28/06). From [2].

Voyager space probes. The IHS was thought to have a temperature of some 106 K,
which would have resulted from a conversions of the bulk flow energy of the solar
wind into heat. However, the temperature of the shocked SW at Voyager 2 (V2)’s
location turned out to be some ten times smaller, contrary to most MHD model
calculations [24, 31, 32]. It was subsequently suggested that most of the energy of the
solar wind is transferred to non-thermal ions [33–35].
The thickness of the heliopause in the Voyager 1 direction, measured as the
radial distance between the termination shock and heliopause crossing points, was
only 28 AU. The number is probably an underestimate because the TS was moving
inward at the time of Voyager 1 encounter, owing to a decreasing dynamic pressure
of the solar wind on approach to the minimum of the solar cycle 23. Even so, the
measured thickness was significantly less than predicted by the models. It is possible
9

(although not proven yet) that PUIs, or their accelerated cousins called anomalous
cosmic rays could have something to do with this discrepancy. However, for the
purposes of this work it is sufficient to treat the heliopause as a subsonic plasma region,
without an explicit partition of energy between the core plasma and the suprathermal
particles.
Burlaga et al. [36] analyzed high-resolution observations of the magnetic field
strength made by Voyager 2 in the heliosheath behind the termination shock from
2007 day of year 245-301. The magnetic field strength is highly variable during
intervals of several hours, with large jumps in B on scales of minutes to a few hours.

1.3

Pickup Ions

An interstellar pickup ion is created when a neutral atom from the interstellar
medium drifting into the heliosphere at a speed much lower than that of the solar
wind, becomes ionized. The ionization processes include charge exchange with solar
wind ions, photoionization from solar photons and impact ionization from solar wind
electrons. Out of these, charge exchange is the dominant interaction process. In
charge exchange collisions, a singly charged ion passes close to a neutral atom and
captures one of its electrons.
In the reference frame of the local solar wind, newly created ions are subjected
to the Lorentz force and will gyrate about the local interplanetary magnetic field
(Figure 1.4). After the pickup, the ions experience gyrotropization and isotropization
by either ambient or self-generated low-frequency electromagnetic fluctuations in the
solar wind plasma. Thereafter, the velocity distribution of pickup ions in the solar
10

wind frame resembles a spherical shell centered about the bulk speed of the SW.
These pickup ions are then convected outward by the expanding solar wind. As the
pickup ions travel outward through the heliosphere, the shell is filled by the cooling
process in an expanding flow. As a consequence, interstellar pickup ions develop
a velocity distribution that is very different from the solar wind’s. In the charge
exchange process, only an electron is exchanged, and therefore, the resulting ENAs
possess the same energies as the parent protons.
While the pickup ion spatial distribution is understood reasonably well, their
phase-space transport is distinctly less so. In particular, there exists an ongoing
debate about how efficiently pickup ions are accelerated to higher energies due to
wave-particle interactions. During the propagation of pickup ions to the outer reaches
of the heliosphere, they not only suffer pitch-angle scattering but in addition are
stochastically accelerated by interaction with different kinds of solar wind turbulences.
It has been shown by [37] that the acceleration of particles by large-scale supersonic
turbulence including shock waves is equivalent to the second-order Fermi process.
A transport equation for pickup ions may be derived from the so-called focused
transport equation for charged particles [38,39]. In the version written by [40], is reads



∂f 1 − 3µ2
1 − µ2
∂f
+ (u + µvb) · ∇f + p
(bb : ∇u) −
∇·u
∂t
∂p
2
2


1 − µ2 ∂f
∂ 1 − µ2 ∂f
[v∇ · b + µ∇ · u − 3µ(bb : ∇u)] =
ν
.
+
2 ∂µ
∂µ
2
∂µ

(1.1)

Here v is the velocity variable measured in the reference frame moving with velocity
u, µ is the cosine of the particle pitch angle, b is the unit vector along the magnetic
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Figure 1.4: In the reference frame of the solar wind (uSW ), the newly created ions
are subjected to the Lorentz force and will gyrate about the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field B forming a ring-beam distribution. Afterwards, they experience
gyrotropization and isotropization by either ambient or self-generated low-frequency
electromagnetic fluctuations in the solar wind plasma and their velocity distribution
becomes a spherical shell.
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field and ν is a scattering coefficient. This equation is fully relativistic, and is justified
for three-dimensional, time-dependent problems. Random motions of the background
material are allowed, provided the condition u  v is satisfied.
In the frame of the solar wind, gyrotropic particles are scattered toward
isotropy. Ignoring the action of perpendicular drift effects, Isenberg [40] derived a
nonrelativistic equation for the distribution function of gyrotropic particles without
any restriction on pitch angle:




∂f
∂f 1 − 3µ2
1 − µ2 ui µbi ∂ui
uj
∂ui
∂f
+ (ui + µvbi )
+v
bi bj −
−
+ uj
∂t
∂xi
∂v
2
xi
2 xi
v
∂t
∂xj



2
1 − µ ∂f
∂ui
∂uj
2bi ∂ui
∂ui
∂bi
+
+µ
− 3µbi bj
−
+ uj
v
2 ∂µ ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
v
∂t
∂xj


∂
∂f
=
K(1 − µ2 )
+ Q(xi , v, µ, t),(1.2)
∂µ
∂µ

where K is scattering coefficient and Q is a particle source term. Note that the inertial
terms on the left-hand side of (1.2) containing the convective derivative of u are not
included in (1.1), where it was assumed that u  v. This equation contains spatial
convection; convection in pitch angle space; convection in velocity space as particles
lose or gain energy in a coherent fashion; and diffusion in pitch angle. Isenberg [40]
obtained solutions of this equation assuming pitch angle scattering is very efficient
within each hemisphere of the distribution, but is hampered for some area around
µ = 0. The width and character of the gap can be affected by the spectra of the
resonant wave modes, the scales of wave dissipation and the degree of nonlinear
action.
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Webb [41] obtained a relativistic transport equation for cosmic rays in the
solar wind applying the drift approximation. Supposing weak turbulence and small
electric field, he took a perturbation expansion of the distribution function in inverse
powers of the gyrofrequency and showed that to lowest order the distribution function
has no dependence on gyrophase. The grad B and curvature drifts are acquired at
the next higher order of approximation.
Lee [42] derived a pair of coupled equations for the evolution of the particle
distribution functions in long time scale and wave intensity spectra of a relativistic,
spatially-homogeneous multispecies plasma with a uniform ambient magnetic field.
He calculated the electric and magnetic field fluctuation assuming quasi-longitudinal,
weak-field. It was demonstrated that the evolution of particles and their self-excited
waves is coupled nonlinearly.
Galeev and Sagdeev [43] analyzed a simple case when only the waves propagating along the magnetic field lines are excited. In Alfven waves the ratio of the
phase velocity of wave to the light speed is equal to the ratio of the wave electric field
to the wave magnetic field. As a result, this ratio is the same for waves of different
frequencies as long as these waves propagates in the same direction. Thus, in the
system of coordinates moving with these waves the wave electric field is zero. As a
result, particles interacting with waves won’t gain or lose energy. The newly produced
ion form a ring in velocity space. As stated earlier, these ions interacting with waves
propagating in the positive direction diffuse from the initial ring. The ions interacting
with the waves propagating in the opposite direction diffuse along the sphere. The
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particle energy released in the action of diffusion is conveyed to the excited Alfven
waves.
Bogdan et al. [44] developed the first rigorous theory for the stochastic acceleration of particles based on quasilinear theory. The sum of the fluctuation plus
particle energy is unchanged. They assumed that the relevant waves are transverse
~ They solved the
hydromagnetic waves propagating parallel and antiparallel to B.
coupled spatially homogeneous wave and particle kinetic equations. The results are
used to interpret the evolution of the interstellar pickup ion spectra. An evolution
from a shell distribution centered on solar wind velocity to a filled-shell distribution
with a high energy tail is shown which is in agreement with the conclusions by [7].
Fichtner et al. [3] studied the pickup ion transport throughout the heliosphere
focusing on the relative importance of the second-order Fermi process and transittime damping (a process as an alternative mechanism for the momentum diffusion of
pickup ion in the heliosphere proposed by [45]). Transit-time damping comes from the
interaction of the equivalent magnetic moment of a charged particle with the parallel
gradient of the magnetic field. In this process, particles are accelerated by interacting
with propagating fluctuations in the magnitude of the compressive magnetic field
(e.g., the fast-mode magnetosonic waves). One such wave has a parallel magnetic field
component, resulting in a series of compressive and rarefactive magnetic perturbations
moving along the ambient magnetic field, B~0 , with speed ω/kk , where ω is the wave
frequency, and kk is the component of the wavevector ~k along B~0 . In the frame
travelling along B~0 with speed ω/kk (wave frame), these perturbations are stationary
and the parallel particle velocity, vk0 , will be affected by the usual mirror force. For
15

small amplitude waves, a particle’s pitch angle in the wave frame must approach 90◦
in order to insure that reflection occurs before the particle has left the compression.
Equivalently, vk0 must approach zero, which in the plasma frame implies that the
parallel component of velocity, vk , is ≈ ω/kk . Thus, for small amplitude waves, an
appreciable interaction between a wave and a particle arises only when the particle
is moving at nearly the wave parallel phase speed. The interaction is now resonant.
Given that resonance does occur, particles with vk slightly greater than ω/kk suffer
a rear-on collision with a wave compression and slow down; particles with vk slightly
less than ω/kk are struck by a compression and speed up [46]. Whereas the Fermi
scattering requires waves travelling in opposite directions, transit-time damping is
operating also if the waves are moving preferentially in one direction. Fichtner et
al. [3] suggested that both mechanisms are of comparable importance, so that it
appears quite plausible to take them into account simultaneously. With the example
of Fermi scattering they have studied the variation of pickup ion transport properties
with heliographic latitude. Due to the stronger decrease of the magnetic field strength
with increasing heliocentric distance at high latitudes, the Fermi scattering becomes
gradually less efficient and, consequently, the distributions have a weaker tendency
to form high energy tails, see Figure 1.5.
Le Roux et al. [47] developed a shock acceleration model based on the solution of (1.2). (1.2) implies the conservation of the particle magnetic moment in the
plasma flow frame along the characteristics and can also describe the energy changes
corresponding to particle gradient and curvature drift. Assuming spherical symmetry,
they solved equation (1.2) in heliocentric spherical coordinates using operator split16

Figure 1.5: (a) The modeled distribution of interstellar pickup helium ions
f (r, θ, φ, v) , where θ denotes the co-latitude and φ is the azimuthal angle measured
from the upwind direction in the ecliptic plane. f (r, θ, φ, v, t) is shown for six heliocentric distances r = 0.011, 0.03, 1.0, 10, 80, and 100 AU in the upwind direction (a),
toward the heliospheric poles (c), downwind (e), and two intermediate directions (b,
d). Figure is from [3].
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ting. Their results for shock obliquities less than about 60-70 degree explained some
observational features of TS particles. However, at Voyager 1, the TS is almost perpendicular. For 90 degree obliquity, their model generates only limited acceleration,
probably because at an oblique shock the particle magnetic moment is conserved on
average only, rather than strictly as in the focused transport equation.
Le Roux and Webb [48] developed a time-dependent focused transport approach to studying diffusive shock acceleration of pickup ions at the TS. They demonstrated that the motional electric field drift and the energy changes associated with
gradient and curvature drift are included in the focused transport equation. This
equation is valid for arbitrary magnitude of the particle pitch-angle anisotropy. This
makes focused transport theory appropriate to investigate the diffusive shock acceleration of pickup ions at particle speeds close to the injection speed with large upstream
pitch-angle anisotropies.
Webb et al. [49] derived a focused transport equation for non-relativistic particles in non-relativistic flows, using a drift kinetic equation approach. (1.1) does not
include cross-field diffusion. By using the drift approximation, it shows that to lowest
order in ∆ = rg /L the distribution function is independent of gyrophase, where rg
is the gyro-scale, L is the length scale of the background magnetic field and plasma
flow.
Isenberg et al. [50] developed a quantitative mechanism to produce a spatial
configuration of the pickup protons to explain the narrow ribbon of enhanced energetic
neutral atom flux. The mechanism is based on the dominant turbulence model of
pickup proton isotropization. This model assumes that the spectral redistribution of
18

quasi-parallel waves is faster than the pickup of new particles. They demonstrated
that this model can generate a localized ribbon structure qualitatively agree with
IBEX observation.

1.4

Modeling ENA flux

Fahr and Lay [51] computed the distribution function of keV Energetic Neutral
H Atoms (H ENAs) from postshock pickup ions and showed detection of spectral H
ENA fluxes at the earths orbit can diagnose the shock compression ratio. Gruntman
et al. [52] generated all-sky ENA maps and demonstrated that these maps can distinguish among the SW-LISM interaction models. They also showed how the evolution of
inner heliosheath pickup ions can be explored. Chalov et al. [12] computed differential
fluxes of ENAs from inner heliosheath pickup ions. They showed that the measured
ENA fluxes can be used to constrain the level of solar wind turbulence near the TS
and in the inner heliosheath. Heerikuisen et al. [53] used a self-consistently coupled
MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral model to explore the asymmetries in ENA maps. They
found that the ENA flux sensitively depends on the shape of heliopause and inner
heliosheath properties. Heerikuisen et al. [32] introduced a kappa distribution for
the solar wind plasma. They found that kappa distribution increases ENA fluxes
above 1 keV, while reduces medium-energy fluxes. Zank et al. [35] introduced a
multi-component distribution for the inner heliosheath plasma. They found that the
generated ENA spectra from either the composite heliosheath proton distribution or
the kappa distribution are very similar in intensity, although showing differences in
structure.
19

1.5

Roadmap

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I review the
observations and present the modeling of pickup ions. This is followed by Chapter
3, where I describe the methods of pickup ion simulation, present the results from
simulations and compare to various observations. In Chapter 4, I describe the method
for computing ENA flux from any direction in space, present the theory and results
from simulating H ENA fluxes over the IBEX-Hi energy range, and compare my
numerical results with IBEX observations. Chapter 5 summarizes the main points of
the dissertation and discusses possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2

PICKUP IONS: OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING

2.1

Observations of Pickup Ions

Singly charged pickup helium of interstellar origin was discovered in 1984 with
a time-of-flight instrument SULEICA on an Earth-orbiting spacecraft AMPTE near
Earth’s orbit [54]. The discovery of interstellar pick-up hydrogen was made at a
distance of 4.8 astronomical units from the sun in 1991 using the Solar Wind Ion
Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on board the Ulysses space probe, launched on
October 9, 1990 [55]. Oxygen, nitrogen and neon pickup ions of interstellar origin
were also detected for the first time with the SWICS on board Ulysses. The criteria
used to establish interstellar origin included charge (PUIs are singly charged), velocity
distribution (cutoff at twice the solar wind speed), and their elemental composition
that reflects the relative abundance of the elements in the neutral phase in interstellar
space.
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2.2

Theory

A transport equation for the PUIs could be obtained directly from the Liouville
theorem. The Liouville equation [56] governs the evolution of ρ(p, q; t) in time t:

n

dρ
∂ρ X
=
+
dt
∂t
i=1



∂ρ
∂ρ
q̇i +
ṗi
∂qi
∂pi


= 0,

(2.1)

where qi is canonical coordinates and pi is conjugate momenta, and ρ(p, q) is the
phase space distribution. Liouvilles theorem states that a distribution function of an
ensemble of particles is conserved along its trajectories in phase space.
If the phase space density of PUIs is f (t, x, v) then the Liouville theorem can
be recast as

∂f
+ v · ∇f + v̇ · ∇v f = 0,
∂t

(2.2)

where the dot means a derivative with respect to time. The ∇v operator is a gradient
in velocity space. The acceleration v̇ is provided by the Lorentz force given (in CGS
units) by

v̇ =

e
v×B
(E +
),
m
c

(2.3)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, e is the particles
charge, and m is their mass. In the reference frame co-moving with the bulk plasma
the electric field is zero because the conductivity of a space plasma may be treated
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as infinite so that there is no steady electric field (like that inside a metal object).
Consequently, charged particles have circular orbits about the mean magnetic field in
that frame. In the frame of the Sun, however, the electric field is finite and is given
by Ohm’s law

E0 = −

u×B
,
c

(2.4)

where u is the bulk velocity of the solar-wind plasma. As we know from introductory
orbit theory, this electric field causes particles to drift with velocity

vd = c

E×B
,
B2

(2.5)

which is perpendicular to B. The particles orbit is no longer circular, and consequently its distribution f cannot possibly be isotropic in velocity. Because it is much
more convenient to work with isotropic distributions, one must transform the velocity
coordinate to the non-inertial frame moving with the plasma. Using the relationship
t0 = t, x0 = x, v0 = v − u(t, x), the Liouvilles equation becomes

e v0 × B
∂f
0
0
0
0
0
−
u̇
·
∇
f
+
(v
+
u)
·
∇
f
−
(v
+
u)
·
∇u
·
∇
f
+
· ∇v0 f = 0. (2.6)
v
v
∂t0
m c

The magnetic force can only change the direction of particles velocity, while the
electric force can also change its energy. Lets assume now that the particles population
is fully isotropic in the plasma frame. Hereafter, I will omit the primes for plasma
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frame variables. For an isotropic function one could write

Z

Z
f (t, x, v)dΩv = f

dΩv = 4πf,

(2.7)

Each term in the Liouville’s equation is now integrated over the solid angles. For the
first term

1
4π

Z

∂f
∂f
dΩv =
,
∂t
∂t

(2.8)

To evaluate the remaining terms one needs to calculate the gradient of an isotropic
function f (v). Using spherical coordinates it is easy to compute directly that

∇v f (v) =

v ∂f
,
v ∂v

(2.9)

Then the second term becomes

1
−
4π

Z

1 ∂f
u̇ · ∇v f dΩv = −
u̇ ·
4πv ∂v

Z
vdΩv = 0.

(2.10)

The result is zero because vi is an odd function and its integral on a symmetric interval
is zero.
Next, for the third term

1
4π

Z

1
v · ∇f dΩv =
∇ · (f
4π
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Z
vdΩv ) = 0.

(2.11)

The spatial ∇ operator acts only on f and could be moved outside the integral. The
fourth term yields

1
4π

Z
u · ∇f dΩv = u · ∇f.

(2.12)

The fifth term

1
−
4π

Z

∂f
v
(v · ∇u · ∇v f )dΩv = − (∇ · u) .
3
∂v

(2.13)

The sixth term

1
−
4π

Z

1 ∂f
(u · ∇u · ∇v f )dΩv = −
u · ∇u ·
4πv ∂v

Z
vdΩv = 0.

(2.14)

In the last term one obtains

1 e
4π m

Z

v×B
1 e ∂f
· ∇v f dΩv =
c
4πv mc ∂v

Z
(v × B) · vdΩv = 0.

(2.15)

I can now write the transport equation for PUIs as

∂f
∇ · u ∂f
+ u · ∇f −
= 0.
∂t
3 ∂ ln v

(2.16)

The second term in above equation describes convection of particles with the plasma
velocity, while the third describes a change in velocity (and therefore energy) due to
the electric field. The latter term is responsible for acceleration of particles in space
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plasmas. The logarithmic rate of velocity change is one third of the divergence of
the plasma velocity. An expanding plasma, which has positive divergence, reduces
particles velocity (i.e., the distribution becomes cooler), while a compression accelerates the particles. The most striking example of a cosmic particle accelerator is
a shock wave that has a very large negative velocity divergence. Shock waves are
known to accelerate cosmic rays in supernova remnants to energies of many TeV (and
sometimes, much higher).
Plasma flows observed in space are almost never uniform and/or steady. Most
of the time there are spatial and temporal fluctuations superimposed on a steady
“background”. One could use perturbation theory to assess the effect of these fluctuations on PUI transport, under the assumption that their distribution function
remains isotropic. Let us expand both f and u into a mean and a fluctuating component, preceded by a δ. For example, instead of u I will write u+δu. By definition, the
average of the fluctuations, denoted with angular brackets, h...i is zero. However, a
product of two fluctuating quantities does not average to zero. Averaging is done over
an ensemble of realizations, such as a series of observations over many consecutive
1-day periods.
Now we have

∇ · (u + δu) ∂(f + δf )
∂(f + δf )
+ (u + δu) · ∇(f + δf ) −
= 0.
∂t
3
∂ ln v
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(2.17)

Averaging over an ensemble,

∂f
∇ · u ∂f
∇ · δu ∂δf
+ u · ∇f −
+ hδu · ∇δf i − h
i = 0.
∂t
3 ∂ ln v
3 ∂ ln v

(2.18)

Note that two of the terms in equation (2.18) contain products of fluctuating variables.
We are only interested in the averaged distribution function f . To eliminate δf from
equation (2.18) one subtracts it from the full equation (2.17). The result is

∂δf
+ u · ∇δf + δu · ∇f − hδu · ∇δf i
∂t
∇ · u ∂δf
∇ · δu ∂f
∇ · δu ∂δf
−
−
+h
i = 0.
3 ∂ ln v
3 ∂ ln v
3 ∂ ln v

(2.19)

Equation (2.19) has both first and second order terms in fluctuating quantities. Substituting it into (2.18) produces second and third order terms because δf is multiplied
by δu. It is possible to neglect these terms. This is equivalent to assuming that the
terms containing products of the fluctuating quantities, such as hδu·∇δf i in equation
(2.19), are small compared with the rest. Indeed, the terms without the ensemble
averaging operator in that equation vary rapidly on turbulent scales, and their derivatives are expected to be large compared with the ensemble-averaged terms. Let us
write the reduced equation (2.19) in the following format:

∂δf
∇ · u ∂δf
∇ · δu ∂f
+ u · ∇δf −
= −δu · ∇f +
.
∂t
3 ∂ ln v
3 ∂ ln v
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(2.20)

Compare the left-hand side of this equation with equation (2.18) for the mean.
The differential operators acting on f and δf in these two equations are identical. The
operator actually comes from equation (2.16) which does not have δu at all, therefore
it describes the transport of a distribution in the absence of turbulent fluctuations.
One can see that the right-hand side of equation (2.20) describes the additional effect
of the fluctuating velocity δu on the distribution function. The solution to (2.20)
could be formally written as

Z

t

δf (t, x, v) = δf (0, x0 , v0 ) −
δu(t0 , x0 ) · ∇0 f (t0 , x0 , v 0 )dt0
Z t 00
∇ · δu(t0 , x0 ) ∂f (t0 , x0 , v 0 ) 0
+
dt ,
3
∂ ln v 0
0

(2.21)

where the subscript 0 denotes the initial conditions and the prime denotes conditions
at time t. Mathematically, one could say that equation (2.21) integrates over the
characteristics (trajectories in phase space) of the unperturbed transport equation
(2.16).
I will now substitute (2.21) into equation (2.18) to eliminate δf . The initial
fluctuation δf (0, x0 , v0 ) is expected to be independent of the statistics of the turbulence contained in δu. Indeed, initial conditions could be completely arbitrary. The
two quantities are therefore uncorrelated, and the ensemble average of their product
(correlation function) is

hδuδf (0, x0 , v0 )i = 0.
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(2.22)

There remains four terms containing the averages of fluctuating quantities. Looking
at the first one,

Z

t

δu0 · ∇0 f 0 dt0 i
−hδu · ∇
0
Z t
Z t
h(∇ · δu)δu0 i · ∇0 f 0 dt0 .
= −∇ · ( hδuδu0 i · ∇0 f 0 dt0 ) +

(2.23)

0

0

The mean function f 0 varies on much longer scales than the fluctuating quantity δu0
without the presence of any shock waves. It is then reasonable to say that ∇0 f 0 is
nearly a constant and could be pulled outside the integrals.
Let us look more closely at the integral of the correlation tensor hδuδu0 i.
Turbulence observed in the solar wind is often homogeneous, i.e., the same (in the
statistical sense) at every point in space and time. This means that the correlation
function depends not on individual coordinates t, x and t0 , x0 , but only on their difference τ = t − t0 , ξ = x − x0 . When this difference is small, the correlation function is
at its largest, and as the difference increases the two data series become decorrelated
and hδuδu0 i → 0. The transition between the correleated and uncorrelated regimes
happens at a displacement called the correlation length, ξc . This is a property of
the turbulence, not of particles motion. Associated with ξc is the correlation time τc ,
which can be estimated from the following argument. The unperturbed trajectory
of a particle, from (2.21), is simply a streamline of the background plasma because
the particles own motion (gyration and field-aligned streaming) was lost to the solidangle averaging procedure. The total velocity of the fluctuation is u+δu, so a particle
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co-moving with the plasma sees the fluctuation as moving past at speed ∼ δu, and so

τc =

ξc
.
δu

(2.24)

To make things even simpler, one could say that the turbulence is isotropic. This
means it is statistically the same regardless of how we orient the coordinate axes. In
this case, the correlation tensor is diagonal and has the form

δu2
I,
hδuδu i =
3
0

(2.25)

where δu2 is the turbulent energy of the plasma per unit mass, and I is the unit
tensor. On the other hand, the correlation vector in the second integral on the RHS
of (2.23) is

h(∇ · δu)δu0 i = 0,

(2.26)

because the turbulence is isotropic and there is no preferred direction of δu.
One can now write equation (2.23) as



Z

− δu · ∇

t
0

0 0

0

δu · ∇ f dt




= −∇ ·

0

ξc δu
I · ∇f
3


.

(2.27)

The term inside the parenthesis is called a diffusion tensor. It describes diffusion
(random walk) of charged particles from their point of release in space. The next
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term in equation (2.18) after substituting (2.21) is



∇ · δu ∂
3 ∂ ln v

Z

t
0

0 0

0



δu · ∇ f dt
0

1
=
3

Z

t

h(∇ · δu)δu0 i ·

0

∂∇0 f 0 0
dt = 0.
∂ ln v 0

(2.28)

Term three is

t


Z
δu · ∇
0

∇0 · δu0 ∂f 0
dt0
3
∂ ln v 0

Z t
∂f 0
1
hδu(∇0 · δu0 )i
= ∇·
dt0
0
3
∂
ln
v
0
Z
1 t
∂f 0
−
h(∇ · δu)(∇0 · δu0 )i
dt0 .
3 0
∂ ln v 0



(2.29)

The first integral, now familiar, is zero. The second integral describes particle velocity
change by the turbulent compressions and expansions, which in general is not zero.
Finally, in the fourth term


Z t 0
∇ · δu0 ∂f 0
∇ · δu ∂
0
dt
−
3 ∂ ln v 0
3
∂ ln v 0
Z t
1 ∂
∂f 0
=−
h(∇ · δu)(∇0 · δu0 )i
dt0 .
0
9 ∂ ln v 0
∂ ln v


(2.30)

Variations in δu are expected to happen on spatial scales of the order of ξc and we
could make an approximation that ∇ · δu ∼ δu/ξc . Then the sum of equations (2.29)
and (2.30) becomes

−

δu ∂f
∂
δu ∂f
1 ∂ v 2 δu 2 ∂f
−
(
)=− 2 (
v
).
3ξc ∂ ln v ∂ ln v 9ξc ∂ ln v
v ∂v 9ξc
∂v

(2.31)

This looks very much like radial diffusion in velocity space written in spherical coordinates. The velocity diffusion coefficient is v 2 δu/(9ξc ).
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At last the turbulent PUI transport equation is complete. Using equations
(2.27) and (2.31) in (2.19) yields

ξc δu2
∇ · u ∂f
1 ∂ v 2 δu 2 ∂f
∂f
+ u · ∇f − ∇ · (
I · ∇f ) −
− 2 (
v
) = 0.
∂t
3v
3 ∂ ln v v ∂v 9ξc
∂v

(2.32)

Let us estimate the typical spatial diffusive mean free path, λ = 3κ/v, where κ =
ξc δu/3 is the diffusion coefficient. A 1 keV PUI has velocity of 430 km/s, and the
turbulent magnitude in the solar wind is about 50 km/s. Taking the correlation
length to be 0.1 AU, we obtain

λ=

ξc δu
≈ 1.7 × 1011 cm,
v

(2.33)

which is close to 0.01 AU. Because I study the evolution of PUIs over a wide range of
heliocentric distances, from about 1 AU to the termination shock (90 AU) and beyond,
the spatial diffusion term in (2.32) can be usually neglected. The PUI transport
equation is now written in its customary form:

∂f
∇ · u ∂f
1 ∂ v 2 δu 2 ∂f
+ u · ∇f −
− 2 (
v
) = S,
∂t
3 ∂ ln v v ∂v 9ξc
∂v

(2.34)

where S is a source term, describing PUIs produced from charge exchange or some
other ionization process. It is a PDE of parabolic type in the velocity coordinate. I
solve this PDE numerically in Chapter 3.
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2.3

The Isotropic Model

The transport and acceleration of energetic ions in interplanetary space are
quite similar to those in other cosmic environments. Pickup ions propagate in a
collisionless, high-conductive, magnetized and tenuous background plasma consisting
mainly of protons and electrons. The pickup ion kinetic transport theory describes
the evolving pickup ion distribution in phase space. This transport equation, an
equation of “motion” for the distribution function, is the bases for almost all work
on pickup ion transport.
Consider a newly ionized pickup ion. This new proton starts to gyrate around
the magnetic field. In the simplest case when the solar wind flow is perpendicular
to the magnetic field (occurs at a large distance from the Sun), the proton gyrates
around the interplanetary magnetic field with an initial velocity of about uSW as seen
in the solar wind frame (top panel of Figure 2.1). In the spacecraft frame (bottom
panel of Figure 2.1), the proton starts with a very small velocity (about 23 km/s) as
compared with the solar wind flow. Therefore, the proton “sees” a motional electric
field caused by the moving solar wind plasma. A new proton gains energy from the
motional electric field (2.4) until its guiding center reaches a velocity that is equivalent
to the solar wind flow velocity so that it becomes part of the bulk flow and no longer
“sees” the motional electric field. In the spacecraft frame, this process appears as
if those new protons are picked up by the solar wind flow. This is the origin of the
name “pickup ions”. As a result, the pickup ions form a velocity ring by the end of
the pickup process (in a gyroperiod), as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The pickup process. Top panel: the newly created pickup ion gyrates
around the interplanetary magnetic field with an initial velocity of uSW measured
in the solar wind frame (red). Bottom panel: the pickup process in the spacecraft
frame. vx is the x component in velocity space, and vy is the y velocity component.
The top panel shows the velocity distribution in the solar wind frame, where the core
SW distribution (blue) is at the center. This velocity distribution function was not
averaged over the solid angle (from [4]).
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Isenberg [7] has discussed the shape of the pickup ion distribution. He derived
a pickup ion distribution as a function of heliocentric radius and velocity which cuts
off completely above the solar wind speed. He has shown that the effects of energy
diffusion can be important and can lead to substantial particle energy gains.
Chalov et al. [16] showed the influence of different representations for the energy diffusion coefficient which would result from different radial variations of relative
fluctuation amplitudes of MHD turbulences in the outer heliosphere. These authors
have calculated the energy spectra of pickup ions upstream of the nose of the heliospheric TS on the basis of realistic pickup-ion production rates. They showed that
second-order Fermi acceleration by means of Alfvenic turbulences results in the formation of an extended high-energy tail in the pickup ion distribution. For example,
in the case of a small acceleration efficiency in the outer heliosphere, the number
density of pickup hydrogen with the energy above 10 keV is about 1 percent of the
total number density of pickup hydrogen.
In [57], a pickup ion transport model has been developed which assumes that
pickup ion distributions are uniform in the so-called forward and reverse hemispheres,
containing ions with pitch angles less than 90 degrees and greater than 90 degrees,
respectively.
PUIs are non-thermal, and therefore must be described kinetically. I assume
that PUIs experience strong pitch-angle diffusion by quasilinear wave-particle interaction leading to a rapid isotropization. The relevant quantity is therefore the
pitch-angle-averaged distribution function, f (v).
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Schwadron et al. [58] suggested that flux tubes with varying levels of turbulence could contribute to the observed time-averaged PUI spectra. There is a range
of conditions of the magnetic field, from almost laminar to highly turbulent. Charged
particles would be accelerated by the (second-order) Fermi process inside the turbulent flux tubes, but not in those with weak δB. Based on this idea, I separated the
PUI distribution into two components, the core PUIs and the suprathermal tail PUIs.
I assumed that only the tail PUIs experience second-order Fermi process, i.e. velocity
diffusion.
fcore and ftail are found as solutions of the following transport equations:

∇ · u ∂fcore
∂fcore
+ u · ∇fcore −
= Γ ∗ S,
∂t
3 ∂ ln v

∇ · u ∂ftail
1 ∂
∂ftail
+ u · ∇ftail −
− 2
∂t
3 ∂ ln v v ∂v



2 ∂ftail
v D
= (1 − Γ) ∗ S,
∂v

0<Γ<1

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

where u is the SW velocity, v is the velocity of PUIs in the SW frame, D is the
velocity diffusion coefficient for PUIs, and S is the production term due to ionization.
The four terms on the left-hand side describe the explicit time dependence of the PUI
velocity distribution, convection, adiabatic cooling or heating and velocity diffusion.
PUIs typically have energies between a few hundred eV and a few tens of keV. I
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neglected spatial diffusion and drift motions since the typical spatial diffusive scale of
PUI is much smaller than the simulation scale, and the drift speed is small in this low
energy range. In the source term, charge exchange and photoionization were taken
into account, but electron impact ionization was neglected.
The velocity diffusion coefficient D = v 2 δu/(9ξc ), where δu is the fluctuating
velocity of the plasma and ξc is the correlation length [14]. The nature of stochastic
acceleration is a subject of intense debate. It includes a multitude of effects, such as
transit-time damping [45], parallel electric fields in two-dimensional turbulence [59],
and large-scale compressive structures [12]. In the simulations described in Chapter
3, I simply choose δu and ξc in inner heliosheath and supersonic SW to be (29 km
s−1 , 0.3AU) and (24 km s−1 , 1 AU) respectively since these parameters produce
suprathermal tails in a way that is consistent with the Voyagers observation (see
below).
The pickup process in the SW is the assimilation of newly born PUIs into
the bulk plasma flow. The process consists of two phases: (a) gyrotropization of the
initially highly anisotropic distribution of the neutrals, fn (v), and (b) isotropization
of the resulting ring-beam distribution by pitch-angle scattering. The process (b) is
independent of the magnetic field direction if the fluctuations are frozen into the SW
plasma, but (a) certainly depends on B (as in parallel vs. perpendicular pickup). A
complete treatment of the pickup process therefore requires a double transformation
from the neutral atom frame un to the magnetic field frame (un ·b)b, where b = B/B,
to the background plasma frame up . This is somewhat difficult to accomplish analyt-
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ically, and a reasonable first approximation might be to treat all pickup as parallel,
which eliminates step (a) altogether and only requires a single frame transformation.
The distribution of PUIs (variables bearing a subscript “i”) created by the
charge exchange process holds imprints from the parent atom distribution (index
“n”) and the background plasma (index “p”). We assume that both are Maxwellian
with densities n, mean velocities u and thermal speed vT = (2kT /m)1/2 ,

fp (vp ) =

np
−(v −u )2 /v 2
e p p Tp ,
3
3/2
π vTp

(2.38)

fn (vn ) =

nn
2
2
e−(vn −un ) /vTn .
3
3/2
π vTn

(2.39)

The PUI production term from the charge exchange is



δfi (vi )
δt



Z
= σ(∆vp (vi ))fn (vi )

fp (vp )|vp − vi |d3 vp

ex

= np σ(∆vp (vi ))∆vp (vi )fn (vi ),

(2.40)

where ∆vp (vi ) is the average relative speed between a given PUI and the proton
population. To obtain the above equation, the condition for charge exchange, vn = vi ,
and the experimental result that the cross section σ(v) is only weakly dependent on
the relative velocity between the particles, were used. Numerical values of σ are
readily available from [5]. Figure 2.2 shows the parameterized charge exchange cross
section from [5]. Note that no experimental data is available below 30 km/s. For
comparison, 10 km/s is the thermal speed in the interstellar medium (T = 6300 K).
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Figure 2.2: Cross section σ(v) for charge transfer of H+ with H. (adapted from [5])

The average relative speed ∆vp (vi ) is

1
∆vp (vi ) = 3/2 3
π vTp

Z
|vp − vi |e

2
−(vp −up )2 /vT
p 3

d vp .

(2.41)

On introducing the new variables g = (vi − vp )/vTp and x = (vi − up )/vTp , equation
(2.41) becomes

vTp
∆vp (vi ) = 3/2
π

Z

2vT
dg= √p
π

−(g−x)2 3

|g|e
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Z

∞

Z

1

dg
0

−1

dµg 3 e−(g

2 −2µgx+x2 )

,

(2.42)

where µ = cos θ, θ being the angle between g and x. The result of the integration
over µ is

vT
∆vp (vi ) = 1/2p
π x

∞

Z

2

2

g 2 [e−(g−x) − e−(g+x) ]dg.

(2.43)

0

Introducing another set of substitute variables, z = g−x in the first term and z = g+x
in the second term, and using the symmetry property of the integrand, we obtain

vT
∆vp (vi ) = 1/2p
π x
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x

2 −z 2

z e

dz + x

2
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−z 2
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(2.44)

x

With the table integrals
√

Z

π
Erf(z),
2

(2.45)

1 2
2
ze−z dz = − e−z ,
2

(2.46)
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−z 2
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√
2 −z 2

z e

π
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2
Erf(z) − e−z ,
4
2

(2.47)




1 −x2
1
√ e
+ x+
Erf(x) ,
2x
π

(2.48)

dz =

equation (2.44) becomes


∆vp (vi ) = vTp
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Figure 2.3: Transformation to the plasma frame. up is the background plasma
velocity in the inertial frame, un is the neutral atom velocity in the inertial frame.
As a result, the neutral atom velocity in the plasma frame is un − up . The pickup
ion velocity in the inertial frame is vi , so the pickup ion velocity in the plasma frame
is vi0 = vi − up . In the plasma frame, the pickup ion velocity distribution is isotropic,
therefore I take an average over a sphere, shown as a dashed circle in the figure.

where x = |vi − up |/vTp . A similar expression (but containing an algebraic error) can
be found in [60].
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The PUI transport equation is solved in the plasma frame, so the next step is
to transform (2.40) into that frame and average over a sphere, shown as a dashed circle
in Figure 2.3. I introduce PUI velocity in the plasma frame, v0 i = vi − up = xvTp .
Notice that (2.48) is isotropic in the plasma frame and requires no averaging. Then



δfi (vi0 )
δt


ex

np nn σ(∆vp (vi0 ))∆vp (vi0 )
=
4π 5/2 vT3n
np nn σ(∆vp (x))∆vp (x)
=
2π 3/2 vT3n

Z
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2 /v 2
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e−(v i −un +up )
e−(α

2 x2 −2µ0 αxh+h2 )

dµ0

−1
2

=

dΩ0i

2

np nn σ(∆vp (x))∆vp (x) e−(αx−h) − e−(αx+h)
,
4π 3/2 vTp vT2n
xh

(2.49)

where x = v 0 /vTp , h = |un − up |/vTn and α = vTp /vTn , is the charge exchange source
term for an isotropic distribution of PUIs. Note that other (non-Maxwellian) isotropic
neutral distributions could be used in place of (2.39), such as a kappa distribution, etc.
Numerically computed anisotropic distributions can be also handled by performing a
numerical integration in equation (2.49) over the pitch and azimuthal angles.
Similarly, the photoionization source term is



δfi (vi0 )
δt


ph

2

2

nn ν
e−(αx−h) − e−(αx+h)
= 3/2
,
4π vTp vT2n
xh

(2.50)

where ν = νph (r1 /r)2 with νph being the rate of photoionization at 1 AU.
The solution to the PUI transport equation is obtained numerically by integrating it on a multi-CPU cluster simultaneously with the MHD system. A conser-
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vative form of the equation was used,



∂f
1 ∂ v(∇ · u) 2
2 ∂f
+ ∇ · (uf ) − 2
v f + Dv
= S,
∂t
v ∂v
3
∂v

(2.51)

The transport module is implemented on the same grid as the MHD simulation, using
a finite volume method. Right and left interface values are computed using piecewise
linear reconstruction with a WENO limiter [61, 62]. The ionic components all have
the same bulk speed available from the MHD solution. I solved equation (2.51) for
a range of velocities v, from 10 km s−1 to 6000 km s−1 using equations (2.49) and
(2.50) to compute the source term S.
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CHAPTER 3

PICKUP ION SIMULATIONS

3.1

Overview

In this chapter I discuss how to simulate phase space densities of pickup ions.
I introduce the SW-LISM boundary value problem first. I then solve this problem
using an MHD code. In the second step, I perform post-processing of the plasmaneutral simulation results to compute pickup ion phase space densities. The simulated
PUI spectra and spatial distributions are shown and comparisons with New Horizons,
Ulysses, Voyagers and Cassini observations are performed; a discussion is provided
at the end of this chapter. This work has been accepted for a publication in the
Astrophysical Journal; a preprinit is available in [1].

3.2

Simulating the SW-LISM Interaction

The heliosphere is a region of space dominated by the solar plasma that creates
a low-density bubble embedded in the local interstellar cloud. The SW slows down
when interacting with the LISM. At the TS, a standing shock wave, the SW speed
falls below the effective speed of sound (that includes a contribution from PUIs)
and becomes subsonic. The TS causes compression, heating, and a change in the
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magnetic field. The SW continues to slow down as it passes through the heliosheath, a
transitional region between the TS and the heliopause (the plasma boundary between
SW and LISM). At the heliopause, the LISM and SW pressures are balanced. The
LISM pressure causes the heliosphere to develop into a comet-like structure. The
nose of the heliopause is defined as the direction opposite to the solar system’s motion
relative to the LISM.
I use a three-dimensional MHD model with four neutral hydrogen atom “fluids” to obtain the plasma background [6]. The neutral hydrogen atoms are separated
into four populations depending on the place of their birth, called regions. These
neutral fluids have distinct properties. Neutral 1 population consists of the primary
interstellar atoms. The Neutral 2 population consists of atoms created in the outer
heliosheath, which is the region between the bow shock and the heliopause. Atoms
created in the inner heliosheath constitute the Neutral 3 population, while Neutral 4
is created in the supersonic SW (see Figure 3.1).
The MHD model developed by Dr. Florinski is based on a hexagonal spherical
geodesic grid, which is free from control volume singularities inherent in spherical
polar grids [6]. The grid is constructed from a concentric nonuniform radial grid and
a 2D geodesic unstructured grid on a sphere. I solved a modified set of MHD equations
using a finite volume method on this grid. A level 5 geodesic grid containing 40,962
Voronoi polygons on the surface of the sphere and 528 spherical layers in the radial
direction were used. Because most PUIs are produced at small heliocentric distances
and convected outward, the inner boundary was placed close to the sun at 1.5 AU;
the outer boundary was at 800 AU, which is well into the LISM. The radial cells are
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smaller near the origin; their width increasing monotonically with radial distance. A
heliographic coordinate system is used here, where the z-axis is aligned with the solar
rotation axis, and the x-axis is in the plane formed by the z-axis and the interstellar
helium flow direction. The x, y, z-axes constitute a right-handed orthogonal system.
The MHD component represents the entire plasma population. The system of
conservation laws for mass, momentum, energy, and magnetic flux is

∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρu) = Qρ ,
∂t

(3.1)



∂ρu
BB
+ ∇ · ρuu + pI −
= Qu ,
∂t
4π

(3.2)



B(u · B)
∂e
+ ∇ · (e + p)u −
= Qe ,
∂t
4π

(3.3)

∂B
+ ∇ · (uB − Bu) = 0,
∂t

(3.4)

where Qρ , Qu and Qe are the charge-exchange source terms obtained by taking an
appropriate moment of the neutral-plasma charge exchange integral [63, 64].
I used a passthrough inner boundary condition for Neutral 1 and zero (absorbing) inner boundary conditions for the remaining populations. Non-reflecting
boundary conditions were applied at the outer boundary.
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Although the charge-exchange mean free paths of H-atoms are of the order
of 100 AU, the outer boundary of these simulations is at 800 AU, which is larger
than the interaction length. Therefore, a fluid description is adequate, at least for
the primary interstellar H-atoms. The Neutral 2, 3 and 4 populations are of low
density, so the complete H-atom distribution can be approximated by just Neutral 1.
The distribution of each neutral specie is assumed to be a Maxwellian. Each specie
reflects the thermodynamic properties of the plasma in the region where they were
born. This multi-Maxwellian model is a good approximation for describing the major
features of the heliosphere. Studies comparing multiple neutral fluid and the kinetic
Monte Carlo approaches to model neutrals have been done and the 4-fluid model
shows excellent agreement for the plasma configuration [63, 65, 66].

3.2.1

The Geodesic Mesh
The model used here is based on a hexagonal spherical geodesic grid [6]. The

geodesic grid, produced by a recursive subdivision of a base platonic solid (an icosahedron in this case), is free from control volume singularities inherent in spherical polar
grids. The spherical polar grid has a singularity on the z-axis, where the control
volume ∆V = r2 ∆r sin θ∆θ∆φ, ∆r, ∆θ, and ∆φ being the grid cell dimensions in
the radial, latitudinal, and azimuthal directions, respectively, vanishes as sin θ → 0.
For explicit methods, this requires a small enough global time step to satisfy the stability condition for a system of hyperbolic conservation laws on the grid. Time step
requirements can be relaxed substantially by employing a grid with a more uniform
solid angle coverage, which is true of geodesic spherical tesselations (non overlapping
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Figure 3.1: The four regions in the plasma-neutral simulations. “BS” stands for the
bow shock and “HP” stands for the heliopause.

tilings of a surface of a sphere). Such tilings may consists of triangles, hexagons, or
diamonds [67,68]. The credit for first use of geodesic meshes to space science belongs
to [69]. Their mesh was somewhat different from the one used here. It was generated
from a dodecahedron by first dividing its faces into triangles followed by a recursive
subdivision of these triangles, like in the present model.
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The three-dimensional grid consists of a 2D geodesic hexagonal unstructured
grid on the surface of a sphere extruded radially with nonuniform radial stepping,
with smaller cells closer to the origin. The 2D surface grid is a Voronoi tesselation,
which is known as a dual of the triangular, or Delaunay, tesselation. The latter is
generated by a recursive subdivision of the base icosahedron. The project uses the
geodesic grid generator software from the ICON project (http://icon.enes.org) for
use in atmospheric circulation modeling. An optimization algorithm [70], included
in their code, produces a mesh with a nearly uniform coverage (the area difference
between the largest and the smallest hexagons is of the order of 10%).
The number of vertices (V), edges (E), and faces (F) on a grid produced by
lth division is given by
NV = 20 · 22l ,

(3.5)

NE = 30 · 22l ,

(3.6)

NF = 10 · 22l + 2.

(3.7)

A level 0 grid corresponds to the original icosahedron projected onto a unit sphere.
The base shape of a control volume in a finite-volume method is a spherical hexagonal
prism. Voronoi meshes at division levels 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows one hexagonal mesh zone (Fm , shaded) surrounded by six
neighbor zones Fm1 ..Fm6 . A useful property of this mesh that substantially simplifies
the algebra is the mutual orthogonality of the edges of the Delaunay and Voronoi
meshes (they also intersect at their midpoints). In practice, meshes at levels four
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Figure 3.2: From left to right: levels 2, 3, and 4 geodesic Voronoi tesselations
produced by a recursive division of an icosahedron (from [6]).
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Figure 3.3: A projection of the geodesic mesh showing a hexagonal face Fm surrounded by its neighboring faces Fm1 ..Fm6 . Arrows are the unit normals to the edges
of the hexagon n̂m1 ..n̂m6 . The dual-mesh Delaunay triangles are shown with blue
lines (from [6]).

and up can be used in physics based simulations. A level 5 mesh used in this work
consists of 40,962 hexagons that are distributed very evenly over the surface of each
spherical layer of cells. This effective solid angle resolution of this mesh is about
3 × 10−4 steradians, which is close to one degree squared. Additional refinement may
be achieved by condensing the radial layers of this mesh in places where higher radial
resolution is required.
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Let’s introduce unit vectors normal to the edges of the Voronoi grid and tangent to the sphere n̂mn , where the index m refers to the mth face and n = [1, 6] is
the edge number counted counter-clockwise. The corresponding great-circle lengths
of the edges will be designated Lmn . The outward radial unit vector at the cell center
is r̂m , and the area (on the unit sphere) of the face is Am . The volume of a prismatic
zone is then given by
∆Vim = Am ri2 ∆ri ,

(3.8)

where i is the radial shell index. All areas may be calculated by dividing each polygonal face into spherical triangles and adding up their areas. The areas of the triangles
are computed from the spherical excess formula. The conservation laws (3.1)–(3.4)
for the vector of unknowns U = (ρ, ρu, e, B)T are integrated with the finite volume
method,

∆Vim


∆Uim
2
2
= −Am ri+1/2
Fi+1/2,m − ri−1/2
Fi−1/2,m · r̂m
∆t
6
X
−ri ∆ri
Lmn Fi(mn) · n̂mn + ∆Vim Qim .

(3.9)

n=1

The fluxes Fi(mn) are evaluated at the edge shared by the mth zone with
its nth neighbor. They are computed as a solution to a Riemann problem at each
edge, consisting of two states (left and right). The states themselves are obtained via
a reconstruction on the mesh. This model uses linear reconstruction that achieves
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second order accuracy in space. The system of conservation laws in integrated in time
with a second order Runge-Kutta method.

3.2.2

The Termination Shock
The TS is a magnetized collisionless shock since its scale length is less than

the mean free path between collisions. A basic property of a shock is that some
irreversible dissipation acts to transform the bulk kinetic energy into particle random
motions. Since binary collisions cannot perform this task, something other process
must come to the rescue. That process involves collective particle interactions with
the electric and magnetic fields, including wave instabilities and turbulence.
The particle’s motion in the mean fields of the shock modifies the velocity
distributions and increases the kinetic temperature across the shock, but it does not
formally provide dissipation since the equations of motion are reversible. Dissipation
is produced by kinetic micro-instabilities, which yield some anomalous resistivity
producing Joule heating. However, this process becomes insufficient when the speed
exceeds some critical speed, and an additional dissipation mechanism is then needed.
This additional dissipation mechanism is thought to be provided by the reflection of
protons by the shock electric and magnetic fields, which converts the upstream bulk
motion into gyration motion, and ultimately into random kinetic energy through
scattering by waves and turbulence [71].
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3.2.3

Simulation Parameters
The model heliosphere corresponds approximately to solar minimum condi-

tions. I assume that the slow wind latitudinal extent angle is 36◦ . At 1 AU the
following SW properties were specified: density n = 5.0 cm−3 and radial velocity
u = 430 km s−1 in the slow SW and n = 1.4 cm−3 and u = 725 km s−1 in the fast
SW [72, 73]. The magnetic field is a Parker spiral with a radial component Br = 24.5
µG at 1 AU. The azimuthal magnetic field component Bφ ∝ 1/u, where u is the SW
speed. Since the heliospheric current sheet is too thin to affect the dynamics of the
plasma on large scales, I do not include it in our simulation. Instead, the so-called
unipolar magnetic field model was employed [74–77].
The interstellar flow has a total density of 0.11 cm−3 . Its velocity vector is
(−25.9, 0, −2.196) km s−1 in our coordinates [78]. The interstellar magnetic field
direction is chosen to approximately match the center of the IBEX ribbon [79,80]. Its
components are (1.834, −1.866, 1.422) µG in the coordinate system used here. The
temperature of the plasma and each neutral component in the LISM is set at 6300 K.
The neutral and the plasma fluids are coupled via the charge exchange process. The
distribution of neutral hydrogen atoms is required to evaluate the charge exchange
terms. These atoms are modeled using a gas-dynamic model in a fashion similar
to the MHD system, but without the magnetic field terms. The model uses charge
exchange terms from [63]. Simulations were run until a steady state was achieved.
This code provides plasma background for subsequent simulations of the transport of
PUIs.
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3.2.4

The Finite Volume Methods
This method is based essentially on the Gauss theorem applied to a volumetric

“zone”, which is the computational unit in a mesh. A system of conservation laws in
integrated over this volume, and the integrals containing divergence of the fluxes are
replaced by surface integrals of the flux normal projections at the faces of the zone.
The flux that leaves one zone during a time step enters the neighbor zone, such that
the physical quantity transported is exactly conserved.
The simulation domain is subdivided into zones using either structured or
unstructured topology. A structured mesh is topologically equivalent to a cubical
lattice in Cartesian geometry. Each zone is referenced by the number of indices equal
to the dimensionality of the problem (three indices i, j, and k in 3D). An unstructured
grid is more topologically complex. Here the zones may have different shapes and
neighbor arrangements; the number of indices required to reference a zone is less
than the number of dimensions. The finite volume method is especially suitable for
problems formulated on unstructured meshes, such as used in this work.
The method requires a conservative form of the transport equation that can
be obtained by splitting the convection term into two terms. The divergence term
is retained and the other term is combined with the energy exchange term to yield
another divergence term (in velocity space). Thus one obtains the transport equation
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in conservation form which has a time derivative, and divergences of the fluxes
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(3.10)

The PUI transport problem formulated above is four-dimensional (three spatial
dimensions plus velocity). The grids in the radial and v directions are both contiguous
shells. I integrate each term in (3.9) over the geodesic zone and the local v-shell. The
volume integral of the divergence over the grid inside the grid boundaries is converted
to the outward flux through the boundaries using Gauss’s theorem.
Without the velocity diffusion terms, equation (3.9) is hyperbolic, meaning
that the signals travel at a finite speeds, known as characteristic speeds. Because our
equation is scalar, there is a single characteristic speed that clearly has the components
c = (ux , uy , uz , v(∇ · u)/3. The Riemann problem therefore consists of only two states
separated by the characteristic line. The flux is determined by the value in the zone
on the upwind side of the interface.
For the method to stable, the time step used to advance the conservation laws
must satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition

ci · ∆t < ∆xi ,

(3.11)

where ∆t is the computational time step and ∆xi is the dimension of the zone in the
ith direction. This relation means that the step must be small enough so that no signal
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can travel beyond one zone. The same does not apply to the diffusive (parabolic) term
because it is integrated with an implicit method in the first sub-step of each complete
time step. An implicit method uses values of f both from the present (time t) and
the future (t + ∆t) to compute the fluxes. Here the popular Crank-Nicolson version
of the implicit method is employed. The finite-volume equation is written in the form
of a sparse matrix with only three diagonals filled, which is readily solved by the
Thomas algorithm. The method is unconditionally stable and imposes no additional
constraint on the time step.
Physically, the newborn pickup ion possesses a starting random speed v close to
the speed of the bulk plasma because the interstellar medium velocity uLISM ≈ 26km/s
is small compared with the solar wind bulk velocity u ≈ 400 km/s. However, the
velocity spread around the SW core could be larger if the plasma is slow moving,
which is the case in the distant heliosheath. Note that Eq. (2.49) applies to arbitrary
relative velocities and temperatures of the plasma and interstellar neutrals. The
distribution function is updated iteratively until it reaches steady state.

3.3

3.3.1

Simulation Results

Comparison With Analytic Solutions
PUIs travel with the solar wind, so ions picked up at (r0 , t0 ) will have r =

u(t − t0 ) + r0 , where u is the constant, radial SW speed. If the wave power and
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magnetic field magnitude vary as power laws in heliocentric radius,

A = A0 r−α

(3.12)

B = B0 r−β .

(3.13)

Then, the Alfven speed must behave as VA = VA0 r1−β . Isenberg [7] performed a
Laplace transform on the transport equation first, and then obtained the Laplace
transform of the solution. Next he inverted the Laplace transform. The following
expression
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(3.14)

0

is the corrected version of equation (23) in [7], where Q is a constant proportional to
the density of neutral particles in interstellar space, I and K are the modified Bessel
functions, x = 2v 3−γ /[3(3 − γ)C], x0 = 2u3−γ /[3(3 − γ)C] and p = 3/(3 − γ) (γ is the
index of the power law wave spectrum, C =

πVA0 2
γ(γ+2)


q 2−γ
mc

B0 −γ A0 u−1 where q and

m are the charge and mass of the ions, and t = r/u).
This equation gives the time-dependent solution for the distribution of pickup
ions moving in a steady solar wind and interacting with a power law spectrum of
waves. At large radial distances the contribution of the integral in (3.13) is small and
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the distribution approaches an asymptotic shape given by the first term. The pickup
density will then fall as r−1 .
Figure 3.4 presents the evolution of the pickup distribution according to (3.13)
with γ = 5/3. To facilitate comparison, the distributions were multiplied by r to
cancel the leading trend f ∼ r−1 . Shown is the normalized distribution function,
F ≡ f · 2u3 t/3Q, which is a function of the dimensionless parameters x0 , r/r0 , and
v/u for r/r0 = 1.001, 1.05, 1.2, 1.5, 2, 4, 8, and ∞. Since injection is monoenergetic
here, the initial distribution is a narrow peak (i.e., shell) centered on the SW speed.
At larger distances, some of the particles are decelerated below u, filling the shell,
while others are boosted to higher energies by stochastic acceleration. The asymptotic
shape is reached at a distance of several r0 . This shape is a result of a competition
between diffusion and adiabatic cooling; the break in the slope at v = u persists
because of a continuing addition of freshly produced PUIs.
Figure 3.5 compares my numerical solutions with the analytic solution. Normalized pickup ion distributions are plotted as a function of v/u for different radial
distances. Initially, the distribution remains close to a shell distribution. Owing to
adiabatic cooling of pickup ions with increasing heliocentric distance, the distribution
becomes flat at lower energies. The high energy tail is a result of energy diffusion.
The continual injection of new pickup ions at the solar wind speed results in the sharp
transition. One can see that the numerical results using the finite volume method
and the analytical solutions are very close to each other. This agreement validates
the accuracy of the numerical code.
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Figure 3.4: Normalized pickup distribution F as a function of velocity and radial
distance. The curves are in increasing values of r/r0 , with the bottom curve for
r/r0 = 1.001 and the top curve r/r0 = ∞ (not physically realizable in the actual
heliosphere). Figure from [7].

3.3.2

MHD Simulation Results of the Heliosphere
In my simulations, the locations of the TS and the heliopause in the Voyager

1 direction are 90 AU and 144 AU respectively. For comparison, the actual crossing
of the TS and the heliopause by Voyager 1 was at 94 AU and 122 AU [23, 25, 81].
These distances are appropriate for a model that is time independent and is based
on solar-minimum conditions for the very quiet minimum of solar cycle 23/24. The
density distributions of the four neutral populations are shown in Figures 3.6-3.9.
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Figure 3.5: Normalized pickup distribution as a function of v/u, where u is the
constant solar-wind speed at five heliocentric distances. Both analytic (equation
3.13) and numerical results are shown.

3.3.3

PUI Energy Spectra
The left panel of Figure 3.10 shows the variation of the PUI VDF with radial

distance in the Voyager 1 direction (θ = 55◦ , φ = 0◦ , where θ denotes the co-latitude
and φ denotes the longitude) in the SW frame. The upper velocity limit was 6000 km
s−1 and the low velocity limit was 10 km s−1 in the simulations. At r = 5 AU, the
PUI distribution shows a rapid drop at around 430 km s−1 , corresponding to the bulk
velocity of slow wind inside the TS, indicating that most particles are injected with
the speed of the SW VSW in the SW frame. Some particles have filled in the shell
at low energies due to adiabatic cooling. Since particles with speeds v > VSW result
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the neutral 1 density in cm−3 .
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Figure 3.7: Same as Figure 3.6, but for the neutral 2 population.

from local acceleration in disturbed conditions, the distribution shows a “step” like
feature. The mixture of core PUIs and tail PUIs yields this “step” like feature [58].
The distribution is roughly proportional to v −5 for v > VSW . These spectral slopes are
consistent with ACE and Ulysses observations [82]. The PUI high-energy tail extends
to higher energies as r increases. A hump at around 100 km s−1 at 100 AU is clearly
seen, which is responsible for the low-energy PUIs created via charge exchange of SW
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Figure 3.8: Same as Figure 3.6, but for the neutral 3 population.

protons with neutral hydrogen atoms in the inner heliosheath. The hump increases
in height as the flow slows down toward the heliopause due to the accumulate ion of
low-energy PUIs produced in the heliosheath.
The right panel of Figure 3.10 shows the radial variation of the PUI phase
space density in the polar direction (θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦ ). The principle features are
similar to the equatorial case. At r = 5 AU, the PUI distribution shows a sharp
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Figure 3.9: Same as Figure 3.6, but for the neutral 4 population.

change in slope around 725 km s−1 , corresponding to the bulk velocity of the fast
wind inside the TS. A pronounced hump develops only beyond the TS (at about 90
AU).
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Figure 3.10: The variation of the PUI velocity distribution along the Voyager 1
direction (θ = 55◦ , φ = 0◦ ) (left panel) and along the polar direction (θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦ )
(right panel). From [1].)

3.3.4

PUI Spatial Distribution
The distribution of background plasma density is shown in Figure 3.11; while

Figure 3.12 and 3.13 present the core and tail PUI spatial distributions for v = 30 km
s−1 , 100 km s−1 , 200 km s−1 and 800 km s−1 respectively. They show that from the
inner boundary to the TS, the PUI density falls off slower than that of the SW core
since PUIs are produced over the entire SW. One can clearly see that there is a great
difference in PUI densities in the slow wind and in the fast wind. Figures 3.12(a) to
3.12(c) and 3.13(a) to 3.13(c) show that the PUI density is higher in the slow wind
than in the fast wind; while the opposite is true at high energies (Figure 3.12(d)).
Since both the supersonic SW and the PUIs are compressed by passage through
the TS, the majority of the maps show an increase in PUI densities across the TS.
Naturally, PUIs created in a slow wind have energy lower than those produced in a
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of the plasma density in cm−3 in the meridional plane.
(from [1])

fast wind. One can see that most low-energy PUIs are in the heliotail from Figures
3.12(a) and 3.13(a). This is because the PUIs produced in the direction of the heliotail
have a lower energy on average because of greater SW slowdown by mass loading.

3.4

Comparisons to New Horizons, Ulysses, Voyagers and Cassini

The model was tuned to fit the observations. For example, [83] reported an
averaged phase space density observed with SWICS during a 100-day period in 1994
when Ulysses was at an average heliocentric distance of 3.0 AU in the steady high
speed (about 785 km s−1 ) stream of the southern polar coronal hole. To compare
the observed velocity distribution with model predictions, we transformed our model
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.12: The core PUI spatial distribution at (a) v = 30 km/s, (b) 100 km/s,
(c) 200 km/s and (d) 800 km/s in the SW frame.

distribution functions to the spacecraft frame and integrated over the SWICS view
angles. The results are presented in Figure 3.14 [1]. The red line is the simulated
PUI phase space density transformed to the spacecraft frame and integrated over the
field of view. One can see that my model result matches the observed phase space
density well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.13: The tail PUI spatial distribution at (a) v = 30 km/s, (b) 100 km/s,
(c) 200 km/s and (d) 800 km/s in the SW frame.

Randol et al. [84] reported new observation by the Solar Wind Around Pluto
instrument on the New Horizons spacecraft, which measures energy per charge (E/q)
spectra of solar wind and interstellar pickup ions between 11 AU and 22 AU from the
Sun. New Horizons’ primary mission is to make the first encounter with Pluto. On the
way, SWAP and the other instruments on New Horizons collect data intermittently.
The data provide coincidence count rate as a function of E/q.
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I compared the data to our model consisting of a velocity distribution function
transformed into the spacecraft frame and averaged over the entrance aperture of
SWAP. The transformation consists of two parts: a velocity shift and a conversion
from distribution function to model count rate. The first, a non-relativistic velocity
transformation, is ~v + ~u = v~s + v~m , where v is the ion velocity in the solar wind frame,
u is the bulk velocity of the solar wind in the inertial frame, vs is the spacecraft
velocity in the inertial frame, and vm is the ion velocity in the spacecraft frame.
To find v, I use the formula

v 2 = vm 2 + u2 + vs 2 − 2uvs,k + 2(vs,k − u)vm cos φ + 2vm vs,⊥ sin φ,

(3.15)

where v is the magnitude of ~v , etc. and ⊥ and k refer to perpendicular and parallel
to the radial direction, respectively. φ is a coordinate in the spacecraft reference
frame that describes the direction from which a particle arrives. φ = 0 represents a
particle arriving in the center of SWAP’s field of view (FOV). The conversion from
distribution function to count rate is given by

gvm 4
C(vm ) =
∆φ

∆φ/2
Z

f (vm ; φ)dφ,

(3.16)

−∆φ/2

where ∆φ is the planar FOV of the instrument, 276◦ , vm is the E/q of the instrument
converted into speed assuming protons, and g is the geometric factor of the instrument
accounting for the increase in g with decreasing E/q due to focusing within the postacceleration region of the instrument.
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The comparison between model and data is given in Figure 3.15(a) [1]. For
good agreement between model and data at the lowest energies, I added a model
background count rate to the model pickup ion distribution. As can be seen, the
quality of the comparison is very good at low energies and near the pickup ion dropoff. At all other energies, pickup ions are overwhelmed by the larger signal of the
solar wind distributions.
Figure 3.15(b) compares simulated PUI intensities j(E) with Voyager 1 Low
Energy Charged Particle (LECP) proton intensities averaged over one selected 78day interval in the termination foreshock (2004/167-2004/245) and one 78-day period
immediately behind the TS (2004/349-2005/061) [85]. Note that the LECP ion differential intensities are divided by 1.5 to remove contributions from ions heavier than
protons [86]. I also compare simulated PUI intensity with Voyager 2 low-energy
proton intensity averaged over a selected 78-day interval in the inner heliosheath
(2007/241-2007/319) [1]. The result is given in Figure 3.15(c). Note that the spectral shapes in Figure 3.15(b) and (c) are essentially the same, well represented by
j ∝ E −1.5 corresponding to f ∝ v −5 , only with the Voyager 2 ion spectrum being
slightly harder than that at Voyager 1 behind the TS crossing. All of the three spectra show “step” like features. At Voyager 1, the spectrum shifts upward as the TS is
crossed.
A partial overlap exists between the Voyager 1, 2 LECP ion instrument (28
< E < 4000 keV) and the Cassini ENA Ion and Neutral Camera (INCA) sensor (5.2
< E < 55 keV) [8]. Krimigis et al. [8] reported the INCA-inferred ion spectrum in
the heliosheath and matched it to the in situ measured Voyager 2 spectrum. Fig71
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Figure 3.14: Phase space density of H+ (including SW and PUIs) versus ion speed in
the reference frame of the Ulysses spacecraft. Individual data points are observed with
SWICS on board Ulysses during a 100-day period in 1994. The average heliocentric
distance and latitude were 3.0 AU and -66◦ respectively. Red line are the model result
(PUIs only). (from [1])

ure 3.15(d) shows my simulated PUI spectrum at ∼ 90 AU in Voyager 2 direction
compared with the Cassini ENA INCA-inferred ion spectrum.

3.5

Discussion

The presented model represents several improvements over the existing models. Chalov et al. [12, 20] have studied the spatial variation of PUI spectra, but only
the upwind part of the heliosheath was considered. Malama et al. [21] have performed
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Figure 3.15: (a) Coincidence count rate of SW and interstellar PUIs versus E/q
spectra measured by New Horizons-SWAP at 11.44 AU. Red circles are the model
result. (b) Energy spectra of simulated PUIs and low-energy ions 40-85 keV at Voyager 1, averaged over selected 78-day periods before (pre-TS) and after (post-TS) TS
crossings. (c) Energy spectra of simulated PUIs and low-energy ions 28-80 keV at
Voyager 2, averaged over selected 78-day periods in the inner heliosheath. (d) The
simulated PUI differential flux at ∼ 90 AU in Voyager 2 direction compared with the
Cassini ENA INCA-inferred ion spectrum [8]. (from [1])
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a multi-component treatment of charged particles in the heliosphere, but the magnetic field was ignored and their model was two-dimensional. In contrast, I obtained
PUI spectra in multiple direction using a three-dimensional MHD model. Usmanov
and Goldstein [22] considered the SW outside 1 AU as a combination of three comoving species, SW protons, electrons and PUIs, but they only computed the global
structure of the SW from the coronal base to 100 AU without the TS. My model
is 3D and its external boundary is well in the LISM covering supersonic SW region,
inner heliosheath and outer heliosheath.
The current model has a number of limitations. Firstly, the 2-population
assumption is questionable. Schwadron et al. [58] found from the 1-day averaged
magnetic field data measured by Ulysses, for the variations in the field magnitude
2
≈ 0.12 to a low value
η 2 , that there is a range of values, from a high value of ηH
2
≈ 0.005. The observed distribution functions are the result of a mixture of
of ηH

these high and low values of η 2 . Thus the 2-population assumption is overly simplified. Secondly, the model is only valid for nearly isotropic phase space distributions.
The pitch-angle as an extra degree of freedom is absent. However, ion angular data
from Voyager 1 observations during 2002.58 to 2003.10, 85.3 to 87.3 AU showed
large beamlike anisotropies [86]. Thirdly, the model is time independent, and therefore the current results only have a qualitative similarity to observations. I may be
able to match observations more closely by using a magnetohydrodynamic plasma
background with time-dependent boundary conditions. Finally, the charge exchange
process between PUIs and neutral atoms is ignored here, but it can be important in
the inner heliosheath and may result in a redistribution of the energy in PUI spectra.
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Despite these limitations, this model provides important clues to the interpretation of the PUI observations. The model yields various observed distributions for
PUIs in some great detail by tuning parameters. I have reproduced the ”step” like
feature in the spectra. And I can produce a f ∝ v −5 distribution for the accelerated
particles, which is commonly observed in space. The advantage of my model is that
no specific boundary conditions are required at shocks. Grid cells including shocks are
treated just like any other, whereby transport coefficients behaving as delta functions
(e.g. ∇ · u) show spread over the width of one or two cells. Note that some of the previous studies of PUIs relied on shock boundary conditions, such as the conservation
of the magnetic moment of PUIs passing over the shock [33].
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATING IBEX MEASUREMENTS OF H ENA FLUX

4.1

Interstellar Boundary EXplorer

Interstellar Boundary EXplorer(IBEX) was launched in October 2008. IBEX’s
science objective is to discover the global interaction between the solar wind and the
interstellar medium. It was designed to achieve this objective by answering four
fundamental science questions: (1) What is the global strength and structure of the
TS, (2) How are energetic protons accelerated at the TS, (3) What are the global
properties of the solar wind flow beyond the TS and in the heliotail, and (4) How does
the interstellar flow interact with the heliosphere beyond the heliopause [87]? Table
4.1 describes in more detail the type of measurements and the proposed instrument
capabilities required to answer the science questions.
The hydrogen energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) are created via charge exchange
between energetic protons and interstellar neutral atoms. As shown in Figure 4.1, the
newly created ENA has the same speed as the parent ion. ENAs don’t feel the Lorentz
force and so travel in a straight line from the site of their formation (provided the
solar radiation pressure and the Sun’s gravitational attraction force cancel each other,
as is essentially the case for hydrogen). Some of the ENAs may have their velocity
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Table 4.1: How the four fundamental science questions will be answered. Image
Credit: SwRI/IBEX Team

pointed at Earth, where they can be detected by IBEX. In particular, the compressed
plasma in the inner heliosheath can create ENAs with high enough thermal energies,
which can overcome the outward bulk speed and move back toward Earth.
As the Earth orbits the Sun, the spacecraft orbits the Earth. Like the Sun, the
Earth generates a magnetic field that influences a region around the Earth. This area
of influence is called the magnetosphere and Earths magnetosphere is represented by
the blue hyperbola in Figure 4.2. Earths magnetosphere produces its own ENAs,
which the spacecraft may detect while inside the magnetosphere. Data taken by
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Figure 4.1: Charge exchange: Artwork by Giacomo Marchesi

the spacecraft outside of the Earths magnetosphere has the greatest chance of being
ENAs from of the heliosheath origin and not from the Earths magnetosphere.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates the IBEX’s principle of operation. The spacecraft
spins on its axis so that at all times the fields of view of its two instruments called
IBEX-Hi and IBEX-Lo, are perpendicular to the direction toward the Sun. As Earth
revolves around the Sun, the scan plane of the IBEX instruments rotates in the
direction normal to the ecliptic plane. The spacecraft creates two complete map of
the sky every year. The inset in the figure shows early model predictions of what an
IBEX all-sky map would look like (not confirmed by later observations). Red color
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Figure 4.2: The orbit of the IBEX spacecraft around Earth (blue) and the orbital
motion of Earth around the Sun. Image Credit: SwRI/IBEX Team

represents high levels of ENAs received from that direction, while blue represents
low numbers of ENAs. The direction toward the nose of the heliosphere is on the
right side of each map. The top map is from a model featuring a strong termination
shock, while the bottom map was generated with a model with a weak shock. The
first map is dominated by a flux from the forward direction (toward the nose), while
the second map shows enhanced flux from the tail because of a longer line of sight
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Figure 4.3: The orbit of the IBEX spacecraft in the heliosphere and models of
results. Image Credit: SwRI/IBEX Team

in that direction. Note that the TS observed by Voyager 2 was weak owing to the
upstream plasma flow decelerated by anomalous cosmic rays and the presence of hot
distribution of pickup ions in addition to the cooler solar wind core.
IBEX sky maps represent ENA intensities integrated over the line of sight.
These maps show variations of the flux, at several different energies, over latitude
and longitude. Because ENAs are products of charge exchange, their fluxes could
yield information about the density and energies of the parent ion populations, the
shocked solar wind core and the PUIs advected into the heliosheath or born in the
region.
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4.2

Modeling Distributed ENA Flux

I compute the ENA flux at 1 AU by integrating the differential flux over lines
of sight in the inner heliosheath. The integrations are performed as a post-process
operation following the 3D MHD-PUI simulation discussed earlier.
The number of H atoms with velocity v produced through charge exchange in
a volume ∆V and time ∆t, is

∆N (v) = n∆V η(v)∆t,

(4.1)

n = f (v)v 2 ∆v∆Ω,

(4.2)

where

v is the parent proton velocity (and the measured H velocity) in the solar frame, f (v)
is the parent proton distribution in the solar frame. The rate of charge exchange η is
given by [66]

Z
η(v) =

fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d3 vH ,

(4.3)

where fH (vH ) is the background H distribution, vH is the background H velocity,
and σex is the charge exchange cross section.
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Therefore,

Z

2

∆N (v) = f (v)v ∆v∆Ω∆V (

fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d3 vH )∆t.

∆V = r2 ∆r∆Ω = ∆r∆A = v∆t∆A.

(4.4)

(4.5)

Thus

∆N (v)
= f (v)v 3 ∆v
∆A∆t∆Ω

Z

3



fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t.

(4.6)

Dividing by the differential energy ∆E = mH v∆v, the differential flux for H atoms
in the inertial frame is

∆N (v)
1
f lux =
=
f (v)v 2
∆A∆t∆Ω∆E
mH

Z

3



fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t.(4.7)

The parent proton distribution in the solar frame f (v) = fp (vp ), the parent proton
distribution in the plasma frame. As a result [88]

1
∆N (v)
=
fp (vp )v 2 (
f lux =
∆A∆t∆Ω∆E
mH

Z

fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d3 vH )∆t.(4.8)
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The phase space density production rate

δfEN A
=
δt

d3 vH d3 v
σex (|v − vH |)fp (vp )fH (vH )|v − vH |
d3 v
Z
= fp (vp ) σex (|v − vH |)fH (vH )|v − vH |d3 vH .

Z

(4.9)

Thus

f lux =

1 2 δfEN A
δfEN A 1 2
∆N (v)
=
v
∆t =
v ∆t.
∆A∆t∆Ω∆E
mH
δt
δt mH

(4.10)

In the above, I assumed the survival probability of hydrogen is 1. If the
interstellar hydrogen distribution is as Maxwellian, equation (4.8) can be simplified
as [88]

f lux =

1
fp (vp )v 2 nH σex (vrel )vrel ∆t.
mH

(4.11)

The above equation gives the integrated ENA flux along a line of sight in the inertial
frame.

4.3

Simulated H Flux

By integrating equation (4.11) backward from IBEX, one can generate all-sky
maps of H fluxes at 1AU and LOS spectra.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated Distributed ENA Flux (in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 in the
Inertial Frame at 0.71 keV

4.3.1

All-sky Maps
I show the results of simulating H ENA flux from the inner heliosheath in the

inertial frame at IBEX-Hi energy passbands 2-6 in Figures 4.4-4.8. For comparison,
I display IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the inertial frame from [9] in Figures
4.9-4.13. The simulated flux is qualitatively similar to IBEX-Hi observations.

4.3.2

LOS Spectra and Comparisons to IBEX
Figures 4.14-4.17 show the energy distributions of the distributed ENA flux

near the nose, tail and flanks. There is a progression from the nose, where the slope
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Figure 4.5: Simulated Distributed ENA Flux (in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 in the
Inertial Frame at 1.11 keV

is flatter to the tail where the slope is steeper. The steepening of the energy spectrum
may be the result of a lower ram energy in the solar wind in regions of a steeper slope.
The spectra toward the tail are significantly steeper than near the nose, possibly owing
to longer LOS integrations of low-energy ions toward the tail [15]. Wu et al. [34] found
from hybrid simulations that a slower solar wind inside the TS generates a steeper
energy spectrum beyond the TS. Therefore, the slope in the energy spectrum may be
strongly organized by the solar wind energy integrated over time to account for the
LOS integration over the emission region of the distributed flux covering the inner
heliosheath. Interestingly, the slower solar wind upstream from the TS in the tail
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Figure 4.6: Simulated Distributed ENA Flux (in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 in the
Inertial Frame at 1.74 keV

direction should be caused largely by the mass loading imparted from pickup ions. In
the tail, the shock is likely farthest from the Sun allowing the most significant slowing
and heating of solar wind through mass loading. This indicates the importance of
the energy spectrum of the distributed flux and its potential use to infer the global
structure of TS.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated Distributed ENA Flux (in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 in the
Inertial Frame at 2.73 keV
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Figure 4.8: Simulated Distributed ENA Flux (in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 in the
Inertial Frame at 4.29 keV

Figure 4.9: IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the Inertial Frame 0.71 keV (from [9])
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Figure 4.10: IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the Inertial Frame 1.11 keV (from
[9])

Figure 4.11: IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the Inertial Frame 1.74 keV (from
[9])
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Figure 4.12: IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the Inertial Frame 2.73 keV (from
[9])

Figure 4.13: IBEX-Hi Distributed ENA Flux in the Inertial Frame 4.29 keV (from
[9])
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the numerical model and data from IBEX-Hi for
ENAs. Circles, spectrum of the simulated distributed ENA flux near the nose in the
inertial frame; inverted triangles, IBEX-Hi energy spectrum of the distributed ENA
flux near the nose in the inertial frame (from [9])
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the numerical model and data from IBEX-Hi for
ENAs. Circles, spectrum of the simulated distributed ENA flux near the tail in the
inertial frame; inverted triangles, IBEX-Hi energy spectrum of the distributed ENA
flux near the tail in the inertial frame (from [9])
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between the numerical model and data from IBEX-Hi for
ENAs. Squares, spectrum of the simulated distributed ENA flux near the west flank
in the inertial frame; inverted triangles, IBEX-Hi energy spectrum of the distributed
ENA flux near the west flank in the inertial frame (from [9])
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Figure 4.17: Comparison between the numerical model and data from IBEX-Hi for
ENAs. Plus signs, spectrum of the simulated distributed ENA flux near the east flank
in the inertial frame; inverted triangles, IBEX-Hi energy spectrum of the distributed
ENA flux near the east flank in the inertial frame (from [9])
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Overview of Results

The main goal of this work was to develop a sophisticated three-dimensional,
grid-based, kinetic numerical model of PUI transport, and to use this model to investigate PUI velocity distribution functions in the entire heliosphere. The physics of the
model is contained in the Parker transport equation, which assumes that the particles
are distributed almost isotropically in velocity space, and their distribution depends
on a single parameter (the magnitude of velocity). [19] has previously developed a
similar model that also included waves generated during PUI ring scattering onto a
shell, but was restricted to the solar wind region (i.e., did not include the inner heliosheath) and set the velocity diffusion coefficient to zero. The model developed here
does include the heliosheath and velocity diffusion that is responsible for producing
suprathermal tails out of the initial shell distribution. The model provides insights
into the interpretation of the PUI data and may be used to predict PUI distribution
at all locations inside the heliosphere. These distributions show the details that are
directly comparable with those seen in spacecraft data. We have obtained the rapid
drops in the spectra that appear to be required to match the observations. The model
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also features power-law tails in the energy, which are commonly observed in space. A
velocity diffusion origin of these tails appears to be a valid interpretation.
I used a three-dimensional MHD model with four neutral hydrogen atom populations to obtain the plasma background. The neutral hydrogen atoms are separated
into four species according to the region in which they were created. The MHD code is
run until a steady state is reached, which provides the plasma-neutral simulation background for the next step. The PUI transport module is implemented on the same grid
as the MHD simulation, using a finite volume method. Right and left interface values
are computed using piecewise linear reconstruction with a WENO limiter [61, 62].
The ionic components all have the same bulk speed available from the MHD solution.
To test the model’s accuracy, I compared the simulation output with an analytic
solution of the PUI transport equation under the assumption of spherical symmetry
available in [7]. The agreement between the computer code output and the analytic
solution proves the code works as expected. I determined the flux of energetic neutral
hydrogen at 1 AU by numerically integrating the time-independent differential flux
backward. The integration was carried out as a post-process simulation following the
main PUI simulation.
The simulation results from the isotropic PUI transport model agree reasonably well with the observational data at the lower energies and in the high energy tail.
To generate the drop in the distribution that appears to be present in the observed
spectra, a two-population model of PUIs was introduced. The core ions did not experience stochastic acceleration by virtue of being contained in magnetic flux tubes
with low turbulence content. Conversely, the tail PUIs were confined in turbulent
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flux tubes where they were accelerated to high energies. The combined distribution
has a denser core and a more tenuous power-law tail. It must be interpreted as a long
time average, allowing multiple flux tubes to be sampled by a spacecraft. A singlepopulation model failed to produce the rapid drops in the PUI spectra. To develop
a consistent single population model the condition of isotropy would probably have
to be relaxed. This entails solving the more general Focused transport equation for
PUIs which includes the pitch-angle variable.
I have also computed the all sky maps of energetic neutral hydrogen in energy
bands corresponding to those of IBEX. In the model results, the most dominant
feature, at all energies, is flux from the heliotail. IBEX observations do show an
enhancement in the downwind direction, but it is much less prominent. The possible
reason for the model’s overestimate of the flux from the tail is the absence of charge
exchange of the PUIs on interstellar H atoms. This process replaces one pickup ion
with another, drawn from a different velocity distribution. PUI charge exchange may
be important in the inner heliosheath, causing an energy redistribution in their VDF.

5.2

Future Work

While the new model has provided some insights into the interpretation of the
observation of PUIs and ENA flux, several improvements can be made to improve its
performance. Currently, no specific boundary conditions are required at shocks in the
model. Grid cells including shocks are treated just like any other, whereby transport
coefficients behaving as delta functions (e.g. ∇ · u) show spread over the width of
one or two cells. One could attempt to explicitly partition the energy gained at the
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termination shock by the different plasma components. A portion of suprathermal
ions is transmitted through the shock, while others are specularly reflected by the
cross-shock electric potential. The increase in transmitted particle’s intensity may be
estimated by integrating the PUI transport equation across the shock yielding

f2,tr (v) = f1,tr (vs−1/3 ),

(5.1)

where f1 and f2 are the phase space densities up and downstream of the shock,
respectively, and s is the shock compression ratio. However, the reflection process
operates on micro-scales and must be modeled in a phenomenological way in a global
model. I propose to experiment with different phenomenological approaches available
in the literature. The simplest is to estimate the cross-shock potential as in [65], where
it is related to the upstream plasma speed, and calculate the portion of PUIs that lie
below the velocity threshold. A further insight into energy partitioning between core
SW and PUIs may be gained from hybrid simulation [4,89]. Wu [4] demonstrated that
the heating of PUIs is dependent on the phase of gyration about the local magnetic
field when they encounter the TS. The temperature of SW ions is raised by a larger
factor than that of the PUIs because some SW ions are specularly reflected. The
PUI relative density is inferred to be about 25%. These PUIs gain the larger share
(∼ 90%) of the dissipated energy near the nose of the TS, which is consistent with V2
observations. Wu [4] also found the downstream heated ion spectrum scales with the
SW speed, with smaller spectral indexes corresponding to faster SW speeds, consistent
with the IBEX inference.
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To model reflected PUIs one could effectively split the incoming suprathermal
distribution into a transmitted component, with a downstream distribution obtained
from (5.1), and a reflected component, which will be approximated by a shell with a
radius equal to the reflected speed converted into the plasma frame. The partitioning
coefficient will be a function of the shock compression ratio and of the core-PUI ratio.
One could then calculate ENA flux for all IBEX-Hi passbands and for each LOS
produced from multiple populations-core SW heated at the TS, PUIs produced in the
supersonic SW and heated at the shock, and PUIs produced in the IHS. Next, compare
the simulated flux with the IBEX-Hi distributed ENA flux obtained by applying a
transparency mask over the ribbon and regions of high emissions [9]. Therefore, for
each IBEX-Hi passband and for each LOS, I will find a ratio of reflected to transmitted
ions that provides the best match to the IBEX-Hi distributed ENA flux.
The next step would be to determine the width of the IHS region and its
variation in latitude and longitude. In the current model, there is no feedback of
PUIs onto the MHD plasma component and the extinction of PUIs is ignored. To
couple PUIs to MHD simulation, I will run the PUI transport code concurrently with
the plasma code. Firstly, run plasma a step; secondly, run neutrals a step; thirdly,
run PUIs a step; lastly, compute charge-exchange source term between neutrals and
multiple ion populations. And then iterate the code like this to a steady-state. This
technique only requires little modification of the code. The survival probability of
PUIs as they flow with the plasma, is computed based on losses due to charge-
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exchange
Z
P = exp(−

βex dt),

(5.2)

where βex = nH vrel σ(vrel ) is the charge-exchange loss rate, nH is the background
H density, vrel is the relative velocity between PUI and background H distribution,
and σ is the charge-exchange cross section [5]. Hence the extinction of PUIs will be
readily obtained. Using the MHD-PUI coupled model with multiple ion populations
will improve the accuracy of the calculation of the width of the IHS. I expect that the
IHS will shrink because, compared with a single population plasma fluid, the effect
of extinction of PUIs will cool the IHS plasma more. Coupling PUIs to the MHD
simulation and accounting for IHS PUI extinction will provide insights into the global
properties of the SW flow beyond the TS.
I can also investigate the heliotail. The MHD-PUI coupled model will allow
me to simulate the spatial variation of multi-species ions (core SW heated at the TS,
PUIs produced in the supersonic SW and heated at the shock, and PUIs produced
in the IHS) in the heliotail. Additionally, I will compute ENA maps centered on
the downwind LISM direction and compare to recent IBEX observations that have
discovered and quantified a heliotail [90]. This investigation may help explain the
global properties of the SW flow in the heliotail.
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